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14 ABSTRACT: The determination of the amount of gold adatoms and vacancies present at
15 the thiol−gold interface of the (√3 × √3)-R30° lattice on Au(111), usually observed for
16 long-chain alkanethiols, is crucial to complete our knowledge on the species resulting from
17 the thiol−substrate interaction. While this issue has been addressed for short and
18 intermediate alkanethiols where Au adatom-complexes of the type RS−Auad−SR, known
19 as staples, are formed, this issue is still under discussion for long-chain alkanethiols where
20 different and contradictory models have been proposed. In this report we present X-ray
21 diffraction data of the (√3 × √3)-R30° structure for hexadecanethiol, allowing us to
22 establish such basic structural features as the existence of Au adatoms and vacancies, the thiol
23 adsorption-induced reconstruction of the surface, and the structure of the interface. These
24 results allow us to reject the notion that vacancies and adatoms coexist within the same unit
25 cell, and allow us to note that over the whole thiol−Au(111) interface the two exist in equal
26 proportions. Vacancies appear on the gold surface as vacancy islands, and gold-adatoms
27 appear flanked by two sulfur atoms, as observed on thiol-protected gold clusters and short thiols on Au(111). The coexistence of
28 radicals and staples in the same (√3 × √3)-R30° cell is consistent with experiment and theory.

29 ■ INTRODUCTION
30 Self-assembled monolayers (SAM) of alkanethiols and
31 alkanedithiols on gold surfaces are still intensively studied
32 given that revealing the exact chemical structure of this
33 interface should shed light onto the self-assembling phenomena
34 itself. This collaborative process finds numerous applications in
35 various fields of materials science related to nanoscience,
36 surface science, and inorganic chemistry including within bio-
37 and nanotechnology for biological and medical applications,1

38 chemical diagnostics,2 molecular electronics,3 passivation of
39 gold nanoclusters,4 surface patterning5 and catalysis, among
40 others.6,7 Due to their relevance and the high number of
41 applications, the thiol−gold system is considered an archetypal
42 model system and consequently has been the focus of
43 numerous structural studies with the aim of understanding
44 the nature of the interaction between these molecules and the
45 substrate’s surface.8−30

46 It is widely accepted that the thiol−gold interaction results in
47 the formation of strong gold−molecule bonds. However, how
48 the thiol units bind to the surface is still under discussion.31

49 The initial models in which thiol molecules would be simply

50bound as thiyl radicals to the Au surface at intermediate gold
51sites (i.e., fcc, hcp, and bridge)32 was later questioned for
52numerous reasons: (1) the experimental proof that the thiol
53molecules are at a top site; (2) the incapability of this model to
54explain the presence of vacancy islands on the Au(111) surface
55after the thiol adsorption;32 and (3) the determination of the
56interface structure for thiol-protected gold clusters,33 which
57consists of gold atoms flanked by two sulfur atoms forming the
58so-called RS−Au−SR staple units (RS, SR: thiol units, where R
59= (CH2)n−1CH3). For planar interfaces, the gold adatom in the
60staple unit might be an adatom extracted from the gold surface
61lattice unit, leaving a vacancy behind. The S-gold bond has a
62similar bonding strength to the gold−gold bond and therefore
63thiol adsorption can significantly modify the gold−gold
64bonding at the gold−sulfur interface. However, within this
65context, the chemical state of the Au adatom is still under
66debate.34
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67 Strong efforts have been recently made to explain the
68 different surface structures in terms of staple units, in particular
69 for the high coverage (3 × 4) and c(4 × 2) lattices, commonly
70 observed for short and intermediate sized alkanethiols and the
71 (√3 × √3)-R30° lattice typically observed for long
72 alkanethiols.32 While experimental data and theoretical
73 calculations show that (3 × 4) and c(4 × 2) lattices can be
74 satisfactorily described by RS−Auad−SR staple units exclu-
75 sively,35 the (√3 × √3)-R30° lattice may not be explained in
76 terms of a model of simple staple units32 since this lattice only
77 contains a thiol molecule (RS) and 1/3 gold adatom per unit
78 mesh while the staple needs two RS units. In fact, experimental
79 data has been modeled considering different surface species
80 upon this lattice structure: thyil radicals (RS•) adsorbed on
81 different sites of the Au(111) surface,36 RS−Auad moieties
82 (0.33 adatom coverage, θad)

37 and 2 RS species and RS−Auad−
83 SR moieties (0.08 adatom coverage) coexisting on the Au
84 surface. The latter model involves homogeneously distributed
85 vacancies produced by the Auad removal in a dynamical
86 equilibrium and includes both vacancies and gold atoms in the
87 unit cell.21,38

88 While these models explain some of features observed for the
89 (√3 × √3)-R30° thiol lattice, they exhibit some important
90 drawbacks. First, DFT calculations have shown that all these
91 models for the (√3 × √3)-R30° lattice have a limited
92 thermodynamic stability compared to that of the c(4 × 2)
93 surface structure formed exclusively of RS−Auad−SR species.32

94 This fact cannot explain the coexistence and dynamical
95 equilibrium of these two lattices observed in many STM
96 images giving clear evidence of very similar stabilities.32 Second,
97 they also fail to explain the 0.11−0.14 surface coverage of the
98 gold vacancy islands (θvac), a figure close to 0.16 theoretically
99 expected if the whole surface was covered with RS−Auad−SR
100 species.39 Thus, it is evident that a model for the (√3 × √3)-
101 R30° surface structure should not only satisfy the condition of a
102 similar stability as the c(4 × 2) lattice but also contain a large
103 proportion of RS−Auad−SR species on the Au(111) surface to
104 explain the vacancy island coverage observed by STM.
105 In order to solve this problem, it has been suggested that the
106 interface of long alkanethiols retains the c(4 × 2) structure
107 formed by staples with θvac = 0.16 while the ending thiol
108 molecules appear as a (√3 × √3)-R30° phase35 (i.e., the (√3
109 × √3)-R30° structure does not exist at the RS−Au interface).
110 However, a theoretical model has been recently proposed for a
111 (3√3 × 3√3)-R30° structure40 consisting of 3 RS-, thiyl
112 radicals, and 3 RS−Auad−SR moieties formed by (√3 × √3)-
113 R30° thiol lattice subunits that exhibits a thermodynamic
114 stability similar to that shown by the c(4 × 2) lattice and θvac =
115 0.11, a value very close to experimental observations.40 Note
116 that the presence of adsorbed thiyls radicals has been proposed
117 in many thiol−gold systems.34 Therefore, it becomes essential
118 to provide high-quality quantitative values of gold adatom and
119 vacancy concentrations at the metal/molecule interface to
120 support or reject not only this new (3√3 × 3√3)-R30° model
121 but also the previously published structural models. This is the
122 central motivation of this letter.
123 While the presence of staples has been successfully
124 established by STM for short alkanethiols on Au(111),35 this
125 technique fails to reveal the structure of the buried RS/Au
126 interface of long alkanethiols. For these cases, diffraction can be
127 used as the best suited technique. X-rays penetrate through an
128 organic monolayer with negligible attenuation and conse-
129 quently are sensitive to the inner structure of the monolayer as

130well as the monolayer/substrate interface; we may therefore
131unravel the nature of this interaction through the exact
132localization of the atoms at the interface. Our X-ray data
133reconciles with previous models, findings, and results in order
134to solve the longstanding problem of the S−Au interface for
135long-chain alkanethiols on Au(111).
136The experiment was designed to give answers to fundamental
137questions concerning alkanethiol adsorption on Au(111)
138surface such as the following: Are RS−Auad−SR units present
139at the thiol−gold interface? What is the origin or source of the
140adatoms during the self-assembly process? Are there Au
141vacancies and Au adatoms on the ordered/disordered thiol
142areas? Answers to these questions would shed light on a key
143piece of this complex jigsaw and put us one step closer to
144complete our knowledge of the Au−S interface, the self-
145assembly process, and the link between planar and nano-
146particle’s local surface-chemistry and reactivity.

147■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
148The X-ray diffraction data was collected at the ID03 surface
149diffraction beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation
150Facility, ESRF, Grenoble. Two experiments were performed on
151the same 1-hexadecanethiol (C16) on Au(111) system using
152similar experimental conditions and beam energies with the
153objective to accomplish a full data set.41−43 The main difference
154between both data sets was the adjustment of the beam flux in
155order to reduce the radiation damage of the X-ray beam; as
156further supported in the text by comparing the surface coverage
157of the (√3 × √3)-R30° lattice in both cases. The X-ray beam
158was generated by three undulators (two U35 and one U32) and
159monochromatized with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled monolithic
160channel-cut Si(111) monochromator. Two mirrors, the first
161toroidal with controllable meridional radius and the second flat,
162initially focused the X-ray beam horizontally. A second
163Kirkpatrick−Baez mirror reduced the horizontal beam size to
164micrometer sizes at the sample position. The incident beam
165energy was set to 11.456 keV, lower than the Au LIII absorption
166edge to avoid the background due to the gold fluorescence. The
167Au(111) single crystal, with surface plane parallel to the
168crystallographic (111) planes within 0.1° of miscut as
169determined by X-ray diffraction measurements, was mounted
170in the UHV diffraction chamber (base pressure lower than 1 ×
17110−10 mbar) coupled with a six-circle diffractometer operated in
172the z-axis mode.43 It was cleaned in an external UHV chamber
173by repeated cycles of ion sputtering and annealing up to 800 K
174until a well-developed (1 × 1) LEED diffraction pattern with
175sharp peaks was obtained. The sample was later immersed in 1
176mM hexadecanethiol (C16, Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) ethanolic
177solution and annealed at 300 K for 24 h. Annealing at higher
178temperatures was avoided to prevent phase transitions.44 This
179procedure permits the formation of a complete self-assembled
180monolayer (ML) of C16 with a surface coverage θ = 0.33. After
181a careful rinsing in ethanol to remove physisorbed molecules,
182the sample was transferred to the UHV diffraction chamber and
183cryogenically cooled at LN2 temperature to reduce radiation
184damage. A fast shutter was also mounted to avoid unnecessary
185X-ray beam irradiation on the sample during noncounting
186periods. More detailed descriptions of the surface X-ray
187diffraction experiments, data acquisition, and refinement
188procedures are given in the Supporting Information.
189In-air STM experiments were performed in the constant
190current mode with an ECM scanning probe microscope from
191Veeco Instruments (Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA) controlled by a
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192 Nanoscope IIIA unit, also from Veeco Instruments. Mechan-
193 ically cut Pt−Ir tips were used and typical bias voltages (Ebias),
194 set-point currents, and scan rates were 0.5−0.8 V, 0.5−0.8 nA,
195 and 1−30 Hz, respectively. The scanner calibration was
196 checked by imaging highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
197 (HOPG) with atomic resolution. WSxM software45 was
198 employed for imaging analysis. Samples were obtained by
199 immersion of preferred oriented Au(111) substrates in the
200 same conditions above-mentioned. The substrates were
201 prepared by H2 flame annealing of evaporated Au on
202 chromium-coated glass plates (Arrandee, Germany).

203 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
204 In order to reveal the atomistic arrangement of the S−Au
205 interface for the (√3 × √3)-R30° lattice, two X-ray diffraction
206 experiments were performed under similar conditions on C16-
207 SAMs on Au(111). These experiments complement each other
208 to overcome the progressive suppression of the molecular
209 ordering with X-ray exposure time due to radiation damage. We
210 have selected C16, as both scanning probe images46,47 and low-
211 energy electron diffraction patterns26,44 reveal that this
212 alkanethiol is organized into (√3 × √3)-R30° SAMs, as

f1 213 shown in Figure 1. In this way, for this alkanethiol chain-length,
214 it is expected that the dominant contribution comes from the
215 (√3 × √3)-R30° lattice26,44 rather than other possible surface
216 structures (i.e., (3 × 4), c(4 × 2), etc.) usually found for shorter
217 alkanethiol chain-lengths.48

218 One of the basic principles of diffraction technique, and
219 crystallography as supported analysis technique, is its extreme
220 sensitivity to periodic arrangements of elements present on the
221 surface or in a crystal. Any regular ordering of elements forming
222 a new periodicity on the surface (or bulk) will contribute with a
223 typical set of reflections characteristic to this new periodicity
224 (superstructure), and the intensities of the reflections will be
225 related with the physical distribution of these elements in the
226 new unit cell. On the basis of this assumption, if diffraction
227 does not detect a superstructure, then this could be due to two
228 reasons: Either the superstructure shows extremely small lateral
229 domain sizes to be detected, or it is not present. In our
230 experiments, the (√3 × √3)-R30° is the only structure
231 experimentally available (Figure 1a, red curve). No reflections
232 intrinsic to other superstructures were detected, as exemplified

233in Figure 1a (blue curve) by the absences of the c(4 × 2)
234lattice’s reflections. Moreover, STM molecular resolution
235images of C16-SAMs on the Au(111) also confirms the
236presence of the (√3 × √3)-R30° structure (Figures 1c). Fast
237Fourier transform (FFT) analysis highlights the typical
238hexagonal pattern of the (√3 × √3)-R30° structure (Figure
2391d) and the absence of any other surface structure. For these
240reasons, we consider that the (√3 × √3)-R30° average
241structure is the only one experimentally available and its
242structure is the one reported in the manuscript.
243The (√3 × √3)-R30° lattice was evidenced by the
244appearance of the corresponding specific reflections in the X-
245ray experiments. Its diffraction pattern is formed by an
246overlapping of patterns from the different √3-domains present
247at the surface (see Figure S1). Figure 1a shows the full width at
248half-maximum (fwhm) of reflections (1/3, 1/3, 0.17) and (2/3,
2492/3, 0.17) were rather broad: 0.030 and 0.025 r.l.u. (reciprocal
250lattice units, see Supporting Information section 1 for further
251details), respectively, corresponding to ordered domain sizes of
252approximately 250 Å. This is in agreement with STM images of
253C16-SAMs on the Au(111) substrate. As it can be seen in
254Figure 1b, the appearance of vacancy islands (pits) reduces the
255long-range order of the SAM to tens of nm.29,49,50

256Gaining further insight on the Au−S interface for the (√3 ×
257√3)-R30° lattice requires a deeper level of analysis of the X-ray
258diffraction data. In order to avoid technical details related to the
259technique itself, the modeling and the fitting, we have opted to
260summarize in this article the main procedures and results,
261leaving a big portion of the analysis in the Supporting
262Information.
263The refinement of the surface structure by comparing
264between X-ray experiments and theoretical data from an atomic
265model involves fractional order reflections (FORs), that contain
266exclusively structural information on the (√3 × √3)-R30°
267structure. Further information can be extracted from the
268analysis of the CTRs (Crystal Truncation Rods), which could
269have contributions of surfaces areas with both the (√3 × √3)-
270R30° superstructure and unreconstructed areas (covered either
271by ordered or random distribution of molecules) following the
272same (1 × 1) lattice periodicity as the substrate cell).
273The first structural objective was the search for a plausible
274host−guest model capable of refining both the integer and

Figure 1. C16-SAM on Au(111). (a) High-resolution X-ray diffraction pattern corresponding to (red) the reflection (1/3, 1/3, 0.17), indicating the
presence of the (√3 × √3)-R30° lattice and (blue) the reflection (1/4, 0, 0.5) showing that no signal for c(4 × 2) lattice was detected. (b−f) In-air
STM images and related data: (b) image showing the typical vacancies Au islands (dark features in the image) upon thiol adsorption. (c) High-
resolution image evincing the (√3 ×√3)-R30° lattice. (d) FFT pattern corresponding to the STM image in c. (e) Height profile across gray line in
image b making evident that Au vacancy islands only involve one atomic layer (i.e., 0.24 nm in height). (f) Histogram of the Au vacancy islands. The
data was obtained from the analysis of many STM images of large, flat Au(111) terraces covered by the C16 SAM. Scale bars correspond to (b) 40
nm, (c) 1 nm, and (d) 2 nm−1.
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275 fractional order rods, as shown in Figure S2. To achieve this
276 goal, the CTRs and reflectivity curves were analyzed first
277 (FORs were not considered at this initial stage) using an ideal
278 bulk-terminated Au(111)-(1 × 1) surface. At this stage, the
279 molecular thiol contribution to this data set was supposed
280 negligible, as confirmed in the next paragraph. This initial
281 modeling was performed in order to detect and quantify the
282 percentage of gold vacancies and adatoms present at the
283 Au(111) surface. This analysis shows the presence of a topmost
284 gold layer with partial occupancy of θad = 0.12 ± 0.01 plus a
285 second deeper layer partially depleted by the same quantity, or
286 equivalently, with atomic occupancy of 0.88 ± 0.01. This simple
287 model with only one refined parameter (occupancy) was able
288 to accomplish a χ2 fit goodness factor close to 1, so it was taken
289 as a reliable partial solution of the real surface structure. The
290 refinement of the CTRs data set with this ideal (1 × 1) surface
291 cell model and one parameter gives a calculated/experimental

f2 292 agreement almost identical to that shown in Figure 2b (red
293 curves). The influence of this parameter is highlighted in Figure
294 S3.
295 Since CTRs are sensitive to lateral order and a certain degree
296 of order has been imposed to the fitted models, by considering
297 a uniform average distribution of both vacancies and adatoms
298 along the surface, the comparison between experimental and
299 calculated data could show slight discrepancies. The real
300 distribution of both adatoms and vacancies on the gold surface
301 is not identical: Vacancies are grouped forming islands, and
302 adatoms are uniformly distributed along the surface, both with
303 identical surface coverage. This small difference could be the
304 origin of these discrepancies observed in Figure S3. However,
305 the reflectivity curve is not sensitive to lateral order, and its
306 fitting clearly shows that the best solution can be achieved
307 when the occupancy factors for adatoms and vacancies are both
308 equal to 12% (Figure 2).
309 After finding a reliable solution for the topmost and second
310 gold layers, the model was further expanded to a cell with (√3

311× √3)-R30° periodicity. Two distinct (√3 × √3) cells were
312considered to account for areas of the surface covered with
313ordered and disordered or absent distribution of C16
314molecules. The first model, defined as C16-√3 cell from
315now on (Figure 2a, top), contains a C16 molecule on top of a
316gold atom and three gold adatoms, each of them with a partial
317occupancy value of 12% each. These adatoms are located in
318bridge position to simulate an average √3-structure of RS−
319Auad−SR staple units where the Auad is in bridge position and
320the S-units are on top. A top projection view of this model is
321shown in (Figure 2a, top). The blue balls correspond to each of
322the gold adatoms with an occupancy of 12% by √3-cell;
323consequently, only one gold adatom is present on the surface of
324every three √3-cells. Since the adatoms can randomly occupy
325each of the bridge positions as consequence of the surface
326symmetry, the positions of these three blue balls must be
327understood as possible directionalities of the staples, shown
328with different bond colors between S atoms (green) and gold
329adatoms (blue). The second model considers only three
330adatoms in bulk position with an occupancy of 12% each, to
331simulate the absence of staple units, the so-called U-√3 cell/
332model (Figure 2a bottom). The top view of this model shows
333the three possible fcc-positions where the gold adatoms could
334be found in the √3-cell (blue) and which would match with
335those of an equivalent layer located 3 levels deeper. Both
336models contribute to the CTRs subset of data set, however,
337only the C16-√3 one contributes to the FORs subset. In this
338way, FCTRs = θFC16‑√3 + (1 − θ)FU‑√3 where the bulk
339contribution is already accounted in each of the terms and θ
340indicates the corresponding surface coverage of each phase.
341Refinement of the C16-√3 cell/model considering the total
342coverage (θ = 1 or 100%) of the gold surface was not able to
343reduce the χ2 fit goodness factor of the CTRs subset of data to
344values lower than 1.5 (dashed blue line in Figure 2b). The best
345refinement of the CTRs data set was obtained using the two
346cells (C16-√3+U-√3) to account the progressive lost of the

Figure 2. (a) Projected model along (x, z)-directions: [01̅1] and [111] directions of the fcc-gold crystal. Upper panel: Au(111)+S (C16-√3 model
with gold adatom in bridge position); lower panel: Au(111) (U-√3 model with adatom in bulk position). The figure indicates the adatom layer
(blue) and the S atom (green color), the thiol chain is not displayed. The gold interface is more distorted when the thiol molecules are ordered on
the surface. The larger atomic distortions involve the topmost 5 gold surface layers (cf. Supporting Information sections 2−4 for more structural
details). The gold adatom is placed in bulk or bridge positions for the U-√3 or C16-√3 cells, respectively. See text and Table S1 for more details.
(b) Comparison between experimental and calculated data obtained from the best structural model that considers a surface covered with two
different regions. The atomic coordinates of this model considering two different regions, i.e. U-√3 + C16-√3, are given in Table S1 (red curves).
The dashed blue curves are obtained from the best refinement process when the whole Au(111) surface is only covered with the (√3 × √3)-R30°
superstructure, i.e., the C16-√3 model/cell. See the text for the definition of U-√3 model/cell.
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347 √3-molecular ordering due to radiation damage (see
348 Supporting Information for details on radiation damage) and
349 the continuous increasing of the unreconstructed (or
350 molecularly disordered) surface coverage with CTRs measuring
351 time. After this measuring process, the surface could only be
352 fitted with the unreconstructed model, accounting for 96% of
353 the total coverage (θ−1 = 0.96). This value indicates that the
354 U-√3 cell would cover the majority of the gold-surface and
355 would not be reconstructed or equivalently would show the (1
356 × 1) periodicity of the bulk gold surface and could take into
357 account a disordered distribution of molecules on the surface
358 with no effective contribution to the diffraction data (except at
359 background level through diffuse scattering). The term
360 molecular disorder is in this case assigned to a structure
361 showing such small lateral domain sizes that they do not
362 contribute to the diffraction pattern or to the presence of
363 molecules on the surface without lateral translation periodicity
364 (molecules with undefined neighbor distances, presence of
365 molecules with different orientations and/or molecules with
366 collapsed chains on the surface, and molecules placed on
367 different substrate sites, among others). Despite this molecular
368 disordering, the average (1 × 1) distribution of gold vacancies
369 and adatoms present at the surface remains unchanged, as
370 mentioned previously (CTRs fitted with an ideal bulk-
371 terminated Au(111)-(1 × 1) surface model). For this reason,
372 a second experiment was carried out under different
373 experimental conditions to increase the lifetime of the (√3
374 × √3)-R30° molecular ordering on the surface. These
375 experimental conditions enabled us to measure a larger and
376 complementary data set to the previous one, as will be
377 discussed later on in this section.
378 The final model, defined as U-√3+C16-√3, is compatible
379 with the presence of alkanethiol chains on the whole gold
380 surface (ordered or disordered) that are responsible for the
381 vacancies on the topmost surface layer whose atoms move up
382 forming a partial gold ad-layer on top with identical occupancy
383 coverage among themselves, such that the vacancy coverage is
384 similar to the adatoms coverage. The use of identical cell sizes
385 permits us to identify where the adatoms are located (or at least
386 on average) on both surfaces, unreconstructed and recon-
387 structed. The position of the Auad is expected to be the same
388 (or close) in both cells. The details on the parameters used for
389 each model as well as those related to the structural refinement
390 procedure and errors associated with the measurements and
391 fitting are given in the Supporting Information sections 2−4.
392 The magnitude of disordered C16 regions contrasts with IR
393 data, which reveals a crystalline-like sample with the CH2

394 asymmetric stretching at 2915 cm−1.51 This disorder is caused
395 by the X-ray beam radiation damage as confirmed after
396 acquiring a second data set measured under softer radiation
397 conditions and adjusted using both the U-√3 and C16-√3
398 cells. The intensity profiles of the CTRs from both data sets are
399 different, which is to be expected due to their different U-√3
400 and C16-√3 covering fraction ratios. The U-√3+C16-√3
401 model was used to refine a data set similar to that of Figure 2b
402 but measured using conditions that caused lower levels of
403 radiation damage to the sample (Figure S4). The scale factors
404 as well as the atomic coordinates of the Au atoms of both
405 models were also slightly readjusted. In this case, the surface-
406 covering factor of ordered C16-√3 thiol regions was θ = 0.66.
407 The information derived from both data sets (or experiments)
408 supports the presence of Au adatoms at the surface and

409vacancies on the topmost surface level (i.e., localized at layers
410Au1i and Au2i in Table S1, respectively).
411The U-√3+C16-√3 model was used to refine the total
412SXRD-data by means of least-squares minimum procedures
413(LSQ). The χ2 fit goodness factor of our best-fit solution is 0.5
414 f3and corresponds to the model drawn in Figure 3, where several

415views are given: (left) lateral and (right) top, corresponding to
416the final surface structure. See the Supporting Information for
417more details on the refinement procedure. Figure 3 shows the
418adatom in bridge position because the goodness fit factor
419remains similar when supposing the adatom in bulk or bridge
420positions as will be commented below.
421In light of the structural results of the C16/Au(111) interface
422highlighted within the previous section, the following points are
423confirmed.
424Origin of Gold Adatoms and Vacancy Islands on the
425Gold (111) Surface Is Related to the Presence of Thiol
426Molecules. The analysis of the experimental CTRs highlights
427only the average structure of the Au(111) surface since they
428only contain the average (1 × 1) structure of both the U-√3
429and the C16-√3 cells. Consequently, the information derived
430can be easily extrapolated to the whole surface. In this case, the
431analysis indicates the presence of an added layer on top of the
432outermost gold surface layer with a coverage θad= 0.12 ± 0.01
433and a deficiency of atoms on the outermost gold of (1 − θad)
434(i.e., θvac = 0.12 ± 0 0.01). This value is independent from the
435surface-covering factor of the C16-√3 superstructure. In fact,
436the same θad value was obtained after refining the structures
437with data sets shown in Figures 2b and S4, where the thiol
438coverage values were 4 and 66%, respectively. These results
439indicate that the formation of vacancies and adatoms on the
440gold surface is due to the presence of molecules with
441independency of their ordering, in agreement with our STM

Figure 3. Lateral (left) and top (right) views of the final structure. A
surface slab containing two (√3 × √3)-R30° cells is depicted with
indication of the hexagonal cell at the right side of each figure. The
three blue atoms contained in the (√3 × √3)-R30° cell correspond
with the three possible equivalent positions where the gold adatom
could site in the unit cell. The atomic occupancy of each blue atom is
12% similar to that previously obtained for the adatom of the
Au(111)-(1 × 1) surface. Their positions out of the cell have been
omitted for clarity. Only 1/3 of gold adatom is present by (√3 ×
√3)-R30°-cell. Green atoms correspond to sulfur atoms in thiol
chains. In top panel, only two C16-thiol chains are drawn for clarity at
(x, y) = (0,0) bottom left and (1,1) upper right corners of the unit cell,
respectively. In bottom figure (lateral view) only 3 of the 6 thiol chains
present in the two (√3 × √3)-R30°-cells of the slab are drawn to
avoid overlap projections between different chains: (x, y): (0, 0), (1,
0), and (0, 1).
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442 molecular resolution images of the (√3 × √3)-R30° structure
443 for C16-SAMs on the Au(111) as shown in Figures 1c.
444 Presence of Vacancy Islands and Gold Adatoms on
445 Covered Thiol Areas. The analysis of both CTRs and FORs
446 points out the presence of gold adatoms in both ordered and
447 disordered regions of the Au(111) substrate. The C16-√3
448 model is compatible with the presence of θad = 0.12 ± 0.01 on
449 the topmost surface, and 1/3 Auad without vacancies in the unit
450 cell. This model seems in disagreement with those of
451 references21,37,38 since they assume that the gold vacancies
452 are included in their respective unit cells21,38 and consequently
453 are not able to explain the presence of vacancy islands over the
454 entire Au(111) surface, as revealed in the STM images (Figures
455 1b/f and S5). Moreover, the proposed model in ref 38 is not
456 able to explain the experimental data with the basic (√3 ×
457 √3)-R30° unit cell since it lacks of translation periodicity due
458 to disorder. An expansion of the (√3 × √3)-R30° cell to a
459 (3√3 × 3√3)-R30° supercell is needed to explain their XRD
460 data. In this case, the concentration of adatoms is similar to
461 ours (1/3 Auad per (√3 × √3)-R30° cell), but the number of
462 vacancies needed is double (0.66 gold vacancies per (√3 ×
463 √3)-R30° cell). In contrast, ref 37 does not show gold
464 vacancies in the surface and contains as many adatoms as
465 molecules.
466 In fact, experimental data (CTRs and reflectivity) is not
467 compatible with monatomic vacancies models of the gold
468 surface as these models should account for the presence of θvac
469 ≈ 0.10 determined from STM images39,52 plus a random
470 distribution of individual gold vacancies inside each (√3 ×
471 √3)-R30° cell. This situation would imply a higher number of
472 atomic vacancies at the surface than θvac = 0.12 derived from
473 our model. In the case of a surface fully covered with the (√3
474 × √3)-R30°-phase, the surface coverage factor would be θvac ≈
475 0.24 (i.e. 0.12 from the vacancy islands associated with STM
476 images plus 0.12 from individual gold vacancies localized in
477 each (√3 × √3)-R30° mesh). Consequently, the 0.12 of
478 vacancies derived from our data analysis can only be associated
479 with the similar proportion of vacancy islands that are observed
480 by STM (Figures 1f and S5). This means that as thiol
481 adsorption takes places and individual vacancies are formed by
482 Au atom removal the individual vacancies diffuse to form the
483 Au vacancy islands.
484 Other models proposed in the literature supposing an
485 interface retaining a c(4 × 2) structure while ending thiol
486 molecules appear as a (√3 × √3)-R30°-phase35 can be
487 disregarded due to the total absence of detectable reflections
488 intrinsic to the c(4 × 2) structure in our experimental data (as
489 shown in Figure 1a). Also, in the model proposed in ref 35 the
490 SAM is composed by “all staples” so that θad = 0.16 is expected,
491 in contrast with θad = 0.12 experimentally observed in our work.
492 It can be argued that 0.04 Auad should be provided by the lifting
493 of the herringbone reconstruction. This ejection of adatoms do
494 not generate vacancies associated with them. However,
495 capturing these additional 0.04 Auad by the RS species would
496 lead to 0.16 RS−Auad−SR species and accordingly to the c(4 ×
497 2) superstructure, a fact that it is not observed in the
498 experimental data (Figure 1a). Moreover, it is evident that these
499 0.04 Auad (with no vacancies associated) are not included in the
500 0.12 vacancy/0.12 Auad balance find it in our experimental
501 results. Why are these Auad not incorporated into the thiol
502 lattices? One explanation is that the (√3 × √3)-R30°
503 structure containing a mixture of RS−Auad−SR and RS species
504 becomes more stable as the hydrocarbon chain is increased.40

505Therefore, the affinity of the system for incorporating more
506Auad decreases. One can speculate that this excess of Auad
507should be incorporated at the step edges.
508C16 Site Adsorption: Top versus hcp/fcc. Since the
509second data set displayed in Figure S4 shows a higher molecular
510coverage (66%) than the first in Figure 2b (4%), it has been
511used to check whether the CTRs are sensitive or not to the site
512position of the C16 molecules. The results of this test are
513shown in the Supporting Information section 4.2. The data
514refinement (CTRs + FORs) clearly shows a good fit when the
515C16 molecule is positioned on top (of similar quality as that
516shown in Figure 2a for the first data set) with a goodness fit
517factor χ2top = 1.1. The refinement procedure, however, becomes
518unstable when forcing the molecule to remain on hcp/fcc
519positions. In these cases, the refinement of the CTRs generates
520larger gold relaxations (blue curve in Figure S4), which modify
521rather poorly the agreement between experimental and
522calculated FORs. The goodness fit factor in the hcp case
523takes a value three times larger than top case, χ2hcp = 3.1. This
524fact, consequently, rules out the hcp C16-adsorption site.
525Similar discussion can be applied for the fcc adsorption site; in
526this case, however, the goodness fit factor is even worse than in
527the previous two cases: χ2fcc = 5.0. Therefore, we conclude that
528the molecule is adsorbed at top site, in agreement with previous
529data,33,53−55 with a S−Au bond length of 2.28 ± 0.02 Å. Note
530that the top site adsorption and the S−Au bond length are
531consistent with the presence of staples (RS−Auad−SR) and
532adsorbed RS radicals.40

533In summary, the results derived from the presented
534experiments offer complementary information on the role of
535the C16 molecules on the Au(111) surface. When the ordered
536C16 coverage is low, the C16/gold interface shows a vacancy/
537adatom distribution that extends to the disordered C16 regions,
538suggesting that this relation is independent of the molecular
539ordering, at least after exposure to X-rays. The vacancy/adatom
540distribution is independent of the ordered C16 coverage
541fraction, as demonstrated after analysis of the second data set,
542suggesting the absence of vacancies (but not of adatoms) on
543the C16/(√3 × √3)-R30° regions. In fact, these results turn
544STM and X-rays measurements compatible between them.
545Finally, the bonding of the sulfur headgroup is localized on
546the top site upon the gold substrate. The refinement of the data
547placing the molecule in top/hcp/fcc only shows a reasonable
548agreement factor between experimental and calculated data for
549the top position.
550(√3 × √3)-R30° Surface Structure. Our results on the
551(√3 × √3)-R30° structure show a surface cell containing 1
552molecule in top position and 1/3 gold adatom. The presence of
553a fraction of atom in the unit cell reflects the disordered nature
554of its structure (1 gold adatom is shared between three (√3 ×
555√3)-R30°-cells), so it could be extrapolated to a larger and
556periodic cell as the (3√3 × 3√3)-R30° structure that
557maintains the same stoichiometry of vacancies and gold
558adatoms on the surface than the (√3 × √3)-R30° for theory
559 f4calculation purposes. This 9-fold larger cell displayed in Figure
560 f44a (not experimentally observed) has been recently shown to
561be energetically stable and contains 3 gold adatoms (blue atoms
562in Figure 4a) covering the surface by 11%, similar to that
563detected in our experiment.40

564The average structure of the (3√3 × 3√3)-R30° theoretical
565model shows minor structural differences from the (√3 ×
566√3)-R30° model as the position of the Auad varies within the
567cell: either bridge (Figure 4a) or fcc sites (bulk), respectively.
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568 This different location of the gold adatoms in their respective
569 atomic cells gives different goodness fit factors between them.
570 However, this difference reduces to a value close to 7% when
571 the average (3√3 × 3√3)-R30° model (Figure 4b) is refined
572 and the 12 domains considered. This small discrepancy still
573 makes the model refinement acceptable due to the
574 experimental uncertainties (see Supporting Information section
575 4).
576 The X-ray diffraction measurements presented in this work
577 were performed on freshly prepared samples and only the
578 presence of a (√3 × √3)-R30° phase with equal vacancies
579 coverage and gold adatoms on the Au(111) surface and close to
580 0.12 was detected. In the previous section (“C16 Site
581 Adsorption: Top versus hcp/fcc”), we conclude that gold
582 vacancies concentrate forming islands on the surface and not
583 individual gold site vacancies on the (√3 × √3)-R30° cell.
584 From these results and those obtained from STM experiments
585 on surfaces where the (√3 × √3)-R30° and c(4 × 2) phases
586 coexist and calculations are already present in the literature, a
587 global overview of the role of the (√3 × √3)-R30° structure
588 on the Au(111) surface could be envisaged:
589 (1) According to the presence of vacancies and adatoms on
590 the Au(111) surface, the (√3 ×√3)-R30° cell must be able to
591 take adatoms from the Au surface and annihilates the single
592 atom vacancies forming, as detected in our case, vacancy
593 islands.
594 (2) Since the chemisorption of RS species on the gold
595 surface is responsible of taking adatoms from it, the RS−Auad−
596 SR staple units must already be intrinsically contained in the
597 (√3 × √3)-R30° average surface structure (i.e., 1/3 adatom
598 per (√3 × √3)-R30° cell). This θad value means that there is
599 one Auad interacting with two thiol molecules every three √3-
600 cells, or in other words, the √3-structure contains a staple unit
601 every three cells (one (√3 × √3)-R30° cell contains the
602 adatom while other two not); consequently, in the (√3 ×
603 √3)-R30° cell coexist two different types of molecules: staple
604 units and thyil radicals.
605 (3) The strong constrain imposed by the chains orientation
606 forming the staple could induce short- and long-range order in
607 molecular orientation but not necessarily spatial periodicity of
608 the staples along the surface.

609(4) The basic unit formed by three (√3 × √3)-R30° cells
610would not show long-range order even if statistically two or
611more neighboring cells contain one staple each, as a
612consequence of the fixed adatoms coverage on the surface
613(1/3 adatom per (√3 × √3)-R30° cell).
614(5) An ordered distribution of three √3-cells with ratio 1:2
615(one cell with adatom and the other two empty) has not been
616experimentally observed: (a) During the initial formation of the
617staple in the unit cell, the adatom can be placed between three
618equivalent positions in the (√3 × √3)-R30° cell (nearest
619neighboring thiol molecules: Figure 3, top view). (b) The
620adatoms coverage on the surface statistically fixes the average
621concentration ratio 1:2 of filled and empty cells, consequently
622the spatial ordering of neighboring (√3 × √3)-R30° cells
623giving place to long-range order would not be guaranteed (i.e.
624(F, E, E) = (E, F, E) = (E, E, F) where each bracket refers to
625three (√3 × √3)-R30° cells, F = filled and E = empty cell
626(with or without adatom, respectively)). The spatial distribu-
627tion along the surface of each of these units would have equal
628probability.
629(6) Height profiles on STM molecular resolution images (see
630Supporting Information section 6) show that the (√3 × √3)-
631R30° phase displays two well-defined heights, which can be
632consequence of two different types of thiol molecules coexisting
633in the structure: staple units and thyil radicals.47,56 In ref 40,
634DFT calculations on a (3√3 × 3√3)-R30° ordered surface
635model containing 3 staples and 3 thyil molecules as that shown
636in Figure 4a, using thiols with different chain lengths
637(hexanethiol, octadecanethiol, and undecanethiol), shows that
638the height difference between both molecule specimens for the
639three chain lengths varies from 0.08 to 0.1 Å.40 This is in
640agreement with the average value obtained from the height
641profile analysis of high-resolution STM images in Figures S6
642and S7. The higher height corresponds to the molecules of the
643staple units while the lower one to the thyil radicals, both sited
644on top position (cf. Supporting Information section 6).
645(7) The (√3 × √3)-R30° structure does not appear to be
646thermodynamically stable since it is an average structure of
647another (the probe is that each (√3 × √3)-R30° cell shares
648one Auad with other two) and has no periodic order beyond the
649(√3 × √3)-R30° cell. As mentioned previously, DFT energy
650stability calculations performed on an ordered (3√3 × 3√3)-
651R30° superstructure,40 suggests that (a) for long thiol chains (n
652> 13) the stability differences between the c(4 × 2) and the
653(3√3 × 3√3)-R30° cells are very small and (b) the interchain
654van der Waals interaction would be better optimized for this
655last cell together with a lesser cost of energy per alkanethiol to
656form a Auad. This study summarizes that these results would
657slightly favor the (3√3 × 3√3)-R30° surface lattice over the
658c(4 × 2). In the case of the (√3 × √3)-R30° structure, van
659der Waals forces between neighbor chains could also be a
660driving force for stabilizing the interaction between chains with
661similar orientation (induced by the staples). These constraints
662could certainly have the effect of reducing the surface mobility
663toward the formation of the c(4 × 2) at room temperature.39,57

664(8) Even if the cost/gain energy already calculated for the
665(3√3 × 3√3)-R30° structure is similar to that of the c(4 × 2),
666it could be considered as an intermediate structure between the
667disordered (√3 × √3)-R30° cell and the stable c(4 × 2)
668attending to the amount of adatoms per unit cell (i.e., 1/3 for
669the (3√3 × 3√3)-R30° and 1/2 for the c(4 × 2) structures,
670respectively) and to the tendency for the c(4 × 2) to be formed
671from the (√3 × √3)-R30° cell.32

Figure 4. (a) Thiols/Au(111)-(3√3 × 3√3)-R30° superstructure
model. Thiol chains are omitted for clarity. Color identifiers: gold
substrate (yellow), sulfur atom (green), and gold adatoms (blue). The
vertical red lines interconnecting sulfur and gold adatoms identify RS−
Auad−SR staple units. (b) Average structure of the previous model.
Each gold adatom position has been averaged between the equivalent
sites of each of the nine (√3 × √3)-R30° cells (shared unit) forming
the (3√3 × 3√3)-R30° mesh. Each of the 9 gold adatoms (blue
symbols) has an occupancy factor of 1/3.
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672 ■ CONCLUSIONS
673 Overall, our results clarify the structure of the (√3 × √3)-
674 R30° thiol-Au(111) interface frequently observed with long
675 thiols. The most relevant information concerns the amount of
676 adatom/vacancies coexisting within the (√3 × √3)-R30° thiol
677 lattice. The data analysis of the two experiments concluded that
678 once the √3-cell covers the surface the distribution of gold
679 vacancies and adatoms is 12% for both of them and that this
680 distribution remains on the surface even after the molecular
681 ordering disappears.
682 This information has a direct impact upon the previous
683 models proposed for this elusive system. In fact, the adatom
684 coverage θad = 0.12 experimentally estimated in this article is
685 clearly inconsistent with the RS−Au model that implies θad =
686 0.33.37 Moreover, our results allow us to discard the dynamical
687 model38 that predicts θad = 0.08, and the two site model that
688 does not include adatom/vacancies.53 Also, the absence of
689 reflections corresponding to the c(4 × 2) buried interface
690 allows to discard the model proposed in ref 35 for the (√3 ×
691 √3)-R30° lattice of long alkanethiols. The quantification of an
692 amount of gold adatoms in the (√3 ×√3)-R30° cell by X-rays
693 implies the coexistence of two different thiol specimens in the
694 unit cell, staple and thyil radicals, placed on top sites that are in
695 line with STM height profiles analysis and DFT calculations.
696 The X-ray results are compatible with the average structure of
697 the (3√3 × 3√3)-R30° model as consequence of the minor
698 structural differences with respect to the (√3 × √3)-R30°
699 model, mainly localized on the site position of the gold adatoms
700 in their respective unit cell mesh.
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